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Physiological and psychological demands during training and competition generate fatigue and reduce an athlete's sport-specific performance capacity. The magnitude of this decrement depends on several characteristics of the exercise stimulus (e.g., type, duration, and intensity), as well as on individual characteristics (e.g., fitness, profile, and fatigue resistance). As such, the time required to fully recover is proportional to the level of fatigue, and the consequences of exercise-induced fatigue are manifold. Whatever the purpose of the ensuing exercise session (i.e., training or competition), it is crucial to understand the importance of optimizing the period between exercise bouts in order to speed up the regenerative processes and facilitate recovery or set the next stimulus at the optimal time point. This implies having a fairly precise understanding of the fatigue mechanisms that contribute to the performance decrement. Failing to respect an athlete's recovery needs may lead to an excessive accumulation of fatigue and potentially “nonfunctional overreaching” or to maladaptive training. Although research in this area recently increased, considerations regarding the specific time frames for different physiological mechanisms in relation to exercise-induced fatigue are still missing. Furthermore, recommendations on the timing and dosing of recovery based on these time frames are limited. Therefore, the aim of this article is to describe time courses of recovery in relation to the exercise type and on different physiological levels. This summary supports coaches, athletes, and scientists in their decision-making process by considering the relationship of exercise type, physiology, and recovery.
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Each physical training session provides athletes with physiological stress, leading to disturbances in homeostasis of a number of physiological processes and biochemical pathways. In response to this stress, the body triggers postexercise adaptive reactions that counteract these physiological and biochemical changes, emphasizing the necessity for an adequate recovery period after the training bout. For the purposes of this commentary, fatigue is defined as a state in which physical and/or mental performance is reduced as a result of these disturbances. Similarly, recovery is defined as the set of processes resulting in an athlete’s renewed ability to meet or exceed previous performance levels, and the recovery period is defined as the time necessary for the various physiological parameters that were altered by exercise to return to resting values.

A primary responsibility for scientists and coaches is to understand and manage the fatigue that athletes encounter in training and competition. To achieve this, a variety of data regarding the training load and the athlete’s responses to these loads are often used to estimate the individual state of recovery and/or the need for recovery interventions. However, various physiological and biochemical systems require different recovery periods, which is important to consider when scheduling a specific type and timing of recovery interventions (e.g., cold-water immersion [CWI], compression garments, or massage). Furthermore, the magnitude of fatigue in these systems depends on the type/mode, duration, and intensity of the previous exercise. It is noteworthy that available monitoring parameters are usually reflecting only one physiological aspect of fatigue and recovery, and therefore, their time course might deviate from each other. Therefore, an understanding of the mechanisms driving recovery is important to estimate if a specific intervention is adequate to enhance performance recovery.

Furthermore, throughout their preparation process, athletes periodize their training to maximize adaptations. This may include specific periods of (intended) insufficient recovery and/or periods of (functional) “overload” or “overreaching.” These alterations in the training stimulus highlight the need to adapt recovery time frames and interventions according to the specific period, the demands of training, and the specific needs of the athlete. Failing to meet an athlete’s recovery needs may lead to an excessive accumulation of fatigue, resulting in reduced training tolerance and performance, increased risk of illness and injury, as well as cognitive and mood disturbances.

The aim of this overview is to provide a framework for coaches, athletes, and sport scientists to differentiate physiological load-adaptation pathways (cardiovascular, metabolic, neuromuscular, and central) and their different time course of action. Specifically, this review shall provide a physiology-based rationale for an appropriate use of recovery (interventions) in different training and competition scenarios.

Time Course of Physiological Recovery

The overall aim of training is to elicit the desired physiological (and other) adaptations by targeted stimuli. A training session generally results in stress and an acute disturbance of the homeostasis. This triggers adaptations that underpin athletic performance through
increased endurance, speed, strength, and/or power. An acute consequence of the physical demand of training is fatigue, manifesting in negative physiological, functional, and perceptual outcomes, which can be present up to several days postexercise. Regardless of the purpose of the ensuing exercise session (ie, training or competition), it is crucial to understand the importance of optimizing the recovery between training bouts in order to expedite the regenerative processes and facilitate recovery. After a training session, these acute responses are reverted to (or beyond) their initial state. However, in the context of physiology, exercise-induced fatigue and subsequent recovery integrates alterations in many different systems, each following a different time course, depending on the exercise mode, duration, and intensity. Specific resistance-training stimulus (eg, to a strength-power stimulus) fatigues the neuromuscular system specific to strength-power stimuli, whereas a specific endurance training (partly) exhausts the aerobic energy production system. However, it is important to understand that any exercise training will challenge both metabolic and neuromuscular systems at different levels depending on its specific content. It seems logical that the type and amount of postexercise fatigue varies between the physiological systems, depending on the previously mentioned variables. For example, in endurance sports, an increase in external load (eg, speed, power) leads to an increase in metabolic cost, requiring augmented provision of fuel substrates and oxygen, challenging the cardiorespiratory and the metabolic systems. In addition to these types of load stimuli, team-sport athletes are also challenged with accelerations and decelerations inducing a mechanical load component, which needs to be considered when evaluating the need for recovery. The physical demands of the exercise influence the magnitude of fatigue, the systems involved, and the need for (optimal) recovery. In addition, fatigue-induced changes seem to vary within and between individuals. Hence, the definition of one specific time frame for postexercise recovery is difficult as recovery time courses most likely differ within and between the physiological systems of the human body. This implies the need for an understanding of the fatigue mechanisms that contribute to the performance decrement as well as their time course to recover.

Metabolic Recovery

The elevated energy expenditure caused by training and competition reduces substrate availability, which can decrease performance capacity. In high-intensity exercise, any decrease in substrate availability has the potential to decrease performance. For example, in brief, during high-intensity exercise, phosphocreatine stores decrease very rapidly reducing the force-generating capacity. However, given the speed of its recovery kinetics, phosphocreatine stores may be a limiting factor when short recovery periods are available (ie, the recovery between repetitions or sets within the same training session), but it is not considered as a (limiting) factor in recovery for competition or training bouts separated by hours or days. Conversely, muscle glycogen resynthesis is much slower and may continue for 2 to 3 days after high-intensity training. While carbohydrate refueling can enhance immediate postexercise recovery, it can still take approximately 24 hours to normalize stores after substantial levels of depletion, irrespective of carbohydrate intake. The repeated stimulus of anaerobic glycolysis during high-intensity exercise is associated with an accumulation of metabolic by-products such as lactic acid. One of the earliest hypotheses regarding peripheral fatigue purported a link between lactic acid, muscle/blood acidosis, and alterations in metabolic and muscle functions. This hypothesis is still incorrectly used to explain fatigue, despite evidence showing no causative effect in acute muscle fatigue. It is not within the scope of this review to discuss this hypothesis extensively; however, the literature of the past decades clearly shows that (peripheral) fatigue is much more complex. While experiments on isolated muscle suggest that acidosis has little detrimental effect and may even improve performance in some conditions, whole-body experiments are less conclusive and suggest that acidosis may act as an exacerbator of other mechanisms of fatigue involving contractile and metabolic processes, or the brain and the central nervous system (CNS). If some pieces of the puzzle still remain to be elucidated, the rate of postexercise lactic acid disappearance or pH normalization suggests that it may contribute to the mechanisms involved in immediate or short-term recovery (seconds to minutes), but not in long-term recovery (hours and days).

Neuromuscular Recovery

Peripheral fatigue refers to decrements in neuromuscular function, for example, disruptions of the potential propagation, excitation-contraction coupling, or cross-bridging cycling, despite unchanged or increased neural drive. Mechanical disruptions to the muscle fiber are task dependent and related to the volume of high-intensity contractions (eg, in particular decelerations/accelerations and/or direction changes). The resulting delayed onset muscle soreness can be associated with elevated levels of membrane damage markers (eg, creatine kinase) and systematic inflammation indicators like C-reactive protein. This may be accompanied by decreases of both the maximal voluntary contraction force and the joint range of motion. However, the time required to fully recover is related to the muscle mass involved and the intensity of the exercise and ranges from 24 to 96 hours. Since the ability of the muscle to generate high levels of forces is involved in many facets of athletic performance, the consequences of exercise-induced neuromuscular fatigue are manifold.

Many recovery interventions focus on limiting postexercise disturbances and inflammatory events within the exercised muscle cell. However, a dissociated time course of recovery has been reported between inflammation markers and muscular performance, with research showing neuromuscular force returning.
to baseline even though blood-based markers of exercise-induced muscle damage are still elevated.\textsuperscript{13} For example, inflammation markers (eg, interleukin-6, C-reactive protein, creatine kinase) were shown to peak between 24 and 48 hours following a soccer match\textsuperscript{11,18,22} with a return to baseline between 48 and 120 hours following, depending on the magnitude of the peak. By contrast, neuromuscular function (eg, maximal voluntary contraction force, vertical jump height, and/or sprint speed) has been shown to return to baseline between 5 and 96 hours postmatch.\textsuperscript{11,22,23} The most likely reason for this are the blood kinetics of these biochemical parameters, which are more dependent on their degradation following an exercise stimulus. In this context, it is notable that inflammation markers are not closely associated with perceived muscle soreness, whereas perceptual recovery is closely related to performance recovery.\textsuperscript{13} It might be that the uncoupling of the inflammatory markers and perceptions of soreness that follows muscle damage is due to changes in the kinetics of the degradation of the blood-borne inflammatory markers.

**Central Recovery**

During exercise and fatigue, changes at all levels of the nervous system, including the brain, spinal cord, motor output, sensory input, and autonomic function occur. The mix of influences and the importance of their contribution vary with the type of exercise being performed.\textsuperscript{23} The complexity of CNS functioning and the possible influence of the feedback mechanism from the muscle make it difficult to identify the exact locus of CNS fatigue, and thus how and in which site recovery takes place. Although the underlying mechanisms are not yet understood, it has been suggested that central fatigue might be related to a change in the synthesis and metabolism of brain monoamines, such as serotonin, dopamine, and noradrenaline.\textsuperscript{25} These neurotransmitters play a key role in the modulation of various brain functions such as motivation, arousal, attention, stress responses, and motor control.\textsuperscript{26} Microdialysis experiments in rodents observed that most neurotransmitter systems return to baseline levels within a few hours after intensive and/or exhaustive treadmill exercise.\textsuperscript{27}

When there is an insufficient output from the motor cortex, this deficit is usually called supraspinal or cortical fatigue.\textsuperscript{28} It is not fully understood how recovery of supraspinal fatigue occurs, but it is known that the excitability of the sarcolemma is altered during recovery from training, suggesting a sustained inability of the CNS to optimally drive skeletal muscles, and thus a role of the nervous system in neuromuscular recovery.\textsuperscript{13} Rampinini et al\textsuperscript{23} observed reductions in voluntary activation, using motor nerve stimulation for up to 48 hours after a soccer match. In addition, reductions in voluntary activation after repeated-sprint exercises have been reported,\textsuperscript{29} suggesting that recovery of the CNS is likely contributing to the overall recovery of physical performance. The slower recovery of peripheral fatigue indicates that recovery of muscle function after high-intensity exercise is primarily explained by peripheral processes.\textsuperscript{30,31}

However, recovery at lower intensity rather amplifies central fatigue.\textsuperscript{31} Despite these suggestions, the role of a central regulation in recovery processes should be interpreted with caution, as evidence from direct measures is widely lacking. Recently, measuring brain activity during exercise and recovery became possible using electroencephalography.\textsuperscript{32} To investigate which brain areas could be involved in exercise-induced fatigue and recovery, De Pauw et al\textsuperscript{32} determined the effect of prolonged intensive cycling and postexercise recovery in the heat on brain sources of altered brain oscillations using electroencephalography.

The beta (\(\beta\)) frequency range (between 12 and 30 Hz) extracted from electroencephalography is of interest when human movement is involved. Generally, more complex movements imply more brain activity and thus higher \(\beta\) activity. However, a prolonged intensive cycling performance in the heat has been shown to reduce \(\beta\) activity across the whole brain, probably due to inhibitory signals between brain areas involved in sensory-motor information processing. Postexercise active and passive recovery did not change brain activity, whereas CWI significantly increased \(\beta\) (between 21.5 and 30 Hz) activity in brain areas involved in somatosensory information processing.\textsuperscript{32} Some authors state that recent literature has focused too much on the reduction of descending motor drive or muscle power generated in the CNS to understand brain fatigue.\textsuperscript{33} However, as brain fatigue is complex and involves many interactions, future research should also integrate psychobiological measures (eg, concentration, attention, decision making) as well as physiological parameters.\textsuperscript{33} More studies are necessary to determine the exact contribution of the CNS on the recovery from exercise. Furthermore, the optimal timing, dose, and combination of interventions for brain recovery remain unclear.\textsuperscript{33}

**Cardiocirculatory Recovery**

A negative fluid balance is common after prolonged and/or intense training sessions. The level of dehydration, which depends on environmental conditions (ie, temperature and humidity), can reach up to 4\% of body mass.\textsuperscript{11,13} It is not known whether such a deficit has an impact on anaerobic performance;\textsuperscript{11,13} however, it undoubtedly alters endurance performance. In fact, the main consequence of the exercise-induced hypovolemia is a decrease in stroke volume and a tightly coupled increase in heart rate to maintain cardiac output. This alteration in turn not only decreases maximal oxygen uptake (due to the reduced remaining capacity to increase heart rate) and related fitness components such as repeated-sprint ability, but also the capacity to maintain core temperature, which is considered an important determinant for the perception of fatigue.\textsuperscript{34} The time required to return to euhydration is difficult to establish, as it depends on a number of factors including the level of postexercise dehydration, the volume of ingested fluid, its temperature, and the composition as well as the speed of gastric emptying. However, it can be relatively short (\(\sim 6\) h) provided all recommendations are fulfilled.\textsuperscript{35}

Another parameter of the cardiovascular system that can be altered after training or competition is the maximal excitability of the autonomic nervous system. A maximal graded exercise test,\textsuperscript{36} a long duration race,\textsuperscript{37} or a high-intensity interval exercise\textsuperscript{38} alter cardiac autonomic control immediately after exercise. The duration required to return to baseline is on average 48 hours. In addition, heart rate was still reduced during a 40-km cycling time trial after 72 hours of recovery after a 6-day intense training camp.\textsuperscript{39} This might be due to the influence of peripheral locomotor muscle fatigue leading to reduced power output achieved with maximal effort. Alternatively, this could be the result of an altered/impaired maximal responsiveness of the adrenergic system in general. Therefore, it might be difficult to cope with exercise of near-maximal intensity and thus reach high heart rate values despite sufficient recovery of the cardiovascular system.

**Performance Recovery**

Irrespective of the physiological underpinnings of recovery, it is clearly more critical for coaches and athletes to understand its impact on physical performance. In team-sport athletes,
maximal strength, vertical jump ability, and sprint performance are significantly impaired immediately postexercise with a time to fully recover of 12 to >72 hours. The duration and magnitude of the performance decrement vary between studies, as these effects obviously depend on the exercise type as well as intensity and individual characteristics. For example, in endurance athletes, Skorski et al did not observe a meaningful reduction in cycling performance (40-km time trial) after a 6-day intensive training camp in 10 out of the 23 cyclists involved. Even though it has been stated that the assessment of a decrement in sports-specific performance represents the gold standard for measuring short-term fatigue in athletes, it might be speculated that fatigue-related performance decrements may persist despite measurable physiological changes.

The mechanisms involved in training- or competition-induced fatigue (and the recovery kinetics) are numerous. While many of these physiological factors are classically linked to fatigue and recovery, corresponding rates of recovery markers often do not follow the time courses of performance recovery. Indeed, the time course of recovery in various physiological and biochemical systems appear to depend on the type, duration, and intensity of the exercise. Figure 1 displays hypothetical and schematic time courses (based on reviews by Bessa et al and Peake et al) of carbohydrate resynthesis and inflammation after an endurance (A) and strength (B) training stimuli as an example. Carbohydrate resynthesis and inflammation have been specifically chosen as these markers show very different responses depending on the exercise type. The figure shall support the described dependence of different physiological markers as well as their time courses for recovery based on the exercise type/stimulus. Finally, external factors influencing the time course of the measurable parameters (eg, the degradation rate of blood-borne molecules, recovery interventions, diet, or lifestyle behavior) may further impair simple and linear interpretations. Thus, even though studies investigating recovery interventions often focus on changes in these markers, no single parameter has yet shown a direct and causative relationship with performance recovery. It appears that factors such as an athlete’s gender, age, training experience, level of performance, environmental conditions, psychological profile, and the characteristics of the fatiguing exercise also influence the recovery profile of many of these markers. This further challenges the use of a single surrogate parameter to monitor fatigue and recovery and

Figure 1 — Schematic example for time courses of recovery of carbohydrate resynthesis and inflammation after (A) endurance and (B) strength-training stimuli. The gray bar displays the training stimulus, the solid line the time course of inflammation, and the dotted line the time course of carbohydrate synthesis. (Time course for inflammation in strength training is based on reviews by Bessa et al and Peake et al.)
emphasizes the importance of a multivariate approach to monitoring. Furthermore, it seems plausible to suggest that recovery interventions need to be periodized throughout a season (depending on training load) and administered based on training mode, intensity, and duration as well as individual responses. The different time courses of peripheral disturbances alongside central regulation should definitely be considered when recovery interventions and/or session are implemented.\textsuperscript{13}

**Planning Recovery in Training and Competition**

Because insufficient recovery prevents athletes from training/competing at the required intensity or completing the required load in the upcoming training session, often active recovery interventions are undertaken after training and competition to enhance the recovery process. Such interventions are reported to shift the stress-recovery balance toward recovery. Thus, strategies that minimize fatigue and/or accelerate recovery after training are considered beneficial, as they can facilitate an athlete's readiness for further training or competition.

Planning and implementation of specific recovery interventions to improve sport-specific performance recovery can be complex. As outlined previously, a myriad of physiological systems are involved during exercise with differing time courses of postexercise recovery, which further depend on the type and the load of the exercise. Figure 2 describes hypothetical and schematic time courses of these physiological pathways after team-sport play to illustrate these variations. The figure shall support and summarize the previously described differences in the recovery time course of several physiological systems. In addition, the time courses of recovery in physiological measures rarely align with performance recovery. As such, the effectiveness of a recovery intervention seems to be related to the nature and extent of the induced fatigue. This challenges coaches and scientists to successfully plan and structure appropriate evidence-based recovery interventions (see review by Mujika et al\textsuperscript{42} on periodizing recovery in individual and team sports).

The most obvious factor that dictates recovery requirements is the nature and extent of the exercise stimulus (ie, the specific training load). Fatigue as a consequence of training may influence training quality and performance over subsequent days.\textsuperscript{43} Thus, recovery interventions are often seen as an important tool to help the body to return to the previous state. However, too much recovery may lead to an insufficient overall training stress and reduce or hinder adaptation. For example, some studies observed detrimental effects of regular CWI on hypertrophy adaptations during strength training periods, questioning its use during specific training periods.\textsuperscript{43} These detrimental effects might be attributed to CWI-related blunted activation of key proteins and satellite cells in the skeletal muscle after exercise.\textsuperscript{43} By contrast, Halson et al\textsuperscript{44} observed a greater increase in repeated high-intensity cycling performance when CWI was regularly administered during an intensified training phase. Ihsan et al\textsuperscript{45} reported greater improvements in maximum oxygen consumption (\(\text{VO}_2\text{max}\)) as well as maximum running velocity (V\(_\text{max}\)) when CWI was regularly used after intense running bouts. The authors speculated that regular CWI applications might enhance p38 and AMPK activation and thus possibly augment mitochondrial biogenesis.\textsuperscript{45} However, Broatch et al\textsuperscript{46} observed only limited effects on exercise-induced mitochondrial biogenesis, changes in mitochondrial content or function, and \(\text{VO}_2\text{max}\) when administering regular CWI during a 6-week cycling sprint interval training period. As current results are still controversial, further research on long-term effects of CWI and other recovery interventions on performance adaptation is warranted.

It should further be considered that as most recovery interventions seem to positively influence subjective parameters, a placebo effect can hardly be eliminated. In this regard, it should be noted that due to contamination effects of different treatments, scientifically evaluating a specific recovery intervention usually prohibits any other recovery treatment. Moreover, as psychological aspects are important in elite sport, withholding an intervention the athlete is accustomed to could "disrupt" his or her habits and negatively influence their perception toward the new strategies. Therefore, recovery interventions should be individualized, sport-specific, and periodized according to the specific training context.\textsuperscript{47}

**Practical Applications**

Although several recovery interventions such as postexercise CWI, whole-body cryotherapy, massage, or compression garments can have a positive impact on athletes' acute recovery, the efficacy of these specific recovery interventions should be determined in the context of the specific training and competition stimuli and the short- and long-term training goals. As training goals and objectives shift in accordance with a periodized approach throughout the season, recovery strategies should be adjusted to meet each athlete's specific needs.

In this regard, 2 adaptation theories have been proposed regarding the implementation of recovery interventions\textsuperscript{44}: (1) they might allow athletes to perform subsequent training sessions with a greater load and/or quality, resulting in an enhanced adaptation and (2) they
might decrease training adaptations as they minimize training-induced fatigue; therefore, withholding recovery during specific phases (eg, general preparation phase at the beginning of the season) may be important to maximize training adaptations. In phases involving a high-skill component or when a high quality of the training session is required (eg, technique skills), utilizing recovery interventions might improve the athletes’ ability to prepare for these sessions. During the competition phases where decreasing acute fatigue is paramount for optimal performance, incorporating adequate interventions might improve perceptual and performance recovery (eg, during multi-day events; for a detailed review on periodizing recovery, see Mujika et al42; detailed reviews regarding the general effects of specific recovery interventions, such as sleep14,48-51 and CRI52,53 have been published elsewhere); however, more research is still needed evaluating the effects of recovery interventions in different training phases.

Conclusion

The effects of fatigue and recovery on performance in training and competition are complex. The fatigue resulting from a training session depends on the specific training stimulus and the extent of the stress in the various physiological systems. These systems can require different recovery periods for complete restoration of homeostasis. In addition, despite a vast amount of research evaluating the efficacy of various recovery interventions, an “one-size-fits-all” approach does not appear to be appropriate. Indeed, recovery strategies should be tailored to the need of the individual athlete and carefully periodized throughout a season, given that too much recovery and/or specific interventions might blunt training adaptation. Further research is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of recovery interventions based on the type of exercise, as well as the training load. Moreover, as responses seem to be highly individual, coaches are advised to administer different recovery interventions in a variety of situations to evaluate the optimal procedure for each athlete in different training and competition settings.
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